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About NETS
Welcome to Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada 
(NETS), a network of independent specialty-toy 
store owners, manufacturers and sales agents.

Individually, we are dedicated to being superior 
sources of quality educational toys in our commu-

nities. Each of our member stores is an endless source of new and innovative 
products for children of all ages.

As a group, we share the values of customer service and community involve-
ment, and look for ways that our collaborative network can be of benefit to 
Canadian families.

Gold Star Toys
Each year, Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada 
(NETS) awards a Gold Star to several toy products. 
These are products which parents and NETS retailers  
believe offer exceptional play value, and repeatedly 
engage and fascinate children long after they have 
come out of the box!

Modarri Finger Car $2499each
No gas (or batteries) required! Once you build it, you can drive 
this amazing toy car with just your finger! It has real steering  
and suspension, high-grip rubber tires and interchangeable parts  
to make it yours. Tell Dad he’ll have to get his own kit!  AGES 6+

Rudolph $2999
50 years old, and still glowing! The television  
classic, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, has been bringing 
holiday joy to everyone for five decades. This Rudolph 
not only has a shiny nose that lights up, but also 
plays music when you press his foot!  AGES 0 MO+
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Latest and Greatest!

Draw Star Wars Rebels $1899
Draw like a Jedi Master in no time. Learn to draw 
your favourite Star Wars Rebels characters! With clear 
instructions, translucent overlays for tracing and 
lots of practice space, you’ll be drawing characters, 
from Ezra to Inquisitor, like a pro.  AGES 8+

Joki $14999
Just hangin’ around… Made from 
high-quality cotton in a variety of 
colours, this hanging crow’s nest 
cuddle swing is a perfect refuge for 
young children. Relax in peace, find 
calm or read a good book. Maximum 
weight capacity: 80 kg (175 lbs.)  
AGES 3+

Roll-in Spy Bug 
$2399
Want to hear what’s going on 15 m 
(50 ft.) away? Just roll the bug into 
the area and listen in – even through 
walls! The receiver (with earphone) 
can be worn on your belt, hidden from 
view.  A must-have stealth tool for all 
young spies!  AGES 6+

Night Ranger Set $5999
Spy alert! See in the dark without being seen, 
listen to and record conversations, disguise  
your voice and write invisible messages!  
This kit contains everything the  
young spy-in-training needs  
to start a surveillance career.   
AGES 6+

Lite Brite $2999
Switch on your inner artist!  
Create pictures with the coloured 
pegs and light them up on this 
sleek, updated version of the classic 
Lite Brite created over 45 years ago!  
Now with character-shaped pegs  
and reusable templates!  AGES 4+

Sands Alive! $2499
All the fun of sand without the mess! 
This unique indoor play sand is 100% 
organic, never dries out and moulds into 
any shape. It’s even gluten free! Squish it, 
roll it, form it – you’ll want to play with 
it again and again!  AGES 3+

Sands Alive! 
Sand Packs $1299each
Since when does sand come in  
colours? Since now! Ch0ose from 
454 gr (1 lb.) bags of blue, green, 
orange and pink Sands Alive! sand to 
use with the starter kit above or on 
its own. Will you be able to choose 
just one colour?  AGES 3+
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Let’s Build!

Quadrilla Vertigo $15999
Dizzying and daring – which way is up? 
Vertigo is a lightning-fast marble run that 
includes drops, seesaws and three twisting 
funnels for a whirlwind ride. What can you 
build without losing your marbles?  AGES 4+

combine with quadrilla  music  motion 
shown on page 10.

Keva Colors $4999
Your favourite stacking planks,  
now in colour! Create buildings and  
other structures with splashes or  
patterns of colour. Use these planks 
alone or with your other Keva sets.  
Includes a full-colour manual to  
inspire. Go stack-wild!  AGES 5+

Litehawk Pole Position 
Racetrack $9999
Build the raceway and go! Race  
over 6 m (19 ft.) of amazing track that 
features an overpass and a 360° loop! 
Change up the raceway configuration 
with a few snaps and clicks, and you’re 
ready to go again.  AGES 6+

Magformers Extreme FX 
$12999
Colours, shapes and magnets equal build-
ing fun. If you’re ready to be creative with 
shapes, you’ll love constructing 2D and 3D 
models using these 62 colourful, geometric 
pieces in three shapes. They connect using 
powerful rare-earth magnets.  AGES 5+

Magnetic Blocks 
$2399
Build tall towers that don’t fall 
down! These brightly-coloured round 
globes and quadratic cubes from 
BRIO combine height- and length-
wise to build whatever your toddler 
can imagine. How? Built-in magnets 
makes stacking easy.  AGES 12 MO+

da Vinci Trebuchet $1999
Throw things without getting into trouble! 
Learn about levers and counterweights in a 
fun and historical way – Leonardo would be 
proud of this trebuchet building kit,  
engineered with pegged pieces  
for extra strength. So go ahead  
– hurl!  AGES 12+

Magformers Rainbow  
$5999
These shapes will get you going! You’ll be 
able to build a magic ball, a house, a building, 
a rocket – and lots more with this 30-piece 
rainbow-coloured set of magnetic squares 
 and triangles. Then add other Magformers  
sets to build even more.  AGES 5+
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Let’s Build!
BricTek Super 
Pack $4999
Building excitement – 
block by block!  
Everything you need to get 
constructing. With 23 kinds 
of blocks that are completely 
compatible with other well-
known interlocking block  
systems, the BricTek 800- 
piece starter pack offers great  
quality and value.  AGES 4+

BricTek Baseplates $899
The foundation for building great things. Get your 
building started with two baseplates to stack blocks 
onto – and stack onto blocks! Use them to build with 
BricTeck blocks and other well-known interlocking 
block systems! Includes two figures.  AGES 4+

Straws and 
Connectors 
$1999
What do you want 
to build today?  
Design playhouses, 
forts and castles. 
Engineer planes, jets 
and spacecraft. Let 
your imagination  
go wild! Any age  
can enjoy the most 
economical building 
set around!  AGES 4+

BricTek  
Windows  
& Doors $1999
Let there be lots and lots of light! 
Add windows and doors to your 
buildings. This BricTek expansion set – 
including eight bay windows and two 
figures – and is compatible with other 
well-known interlocking block systems!  
AGES 4+

Blue Dragonfly 
Scuttlebug $4999
Inside or out – zip along on 
the Scuttlebug! This trike’s 
sturdy construction and bright 
colours will keep you moving  
in style. Front-wheel steering  
lets you turn on a dime!  
On the go? This trike folds  
up in three easy steps!   
AGES 1+

Let’s Get Moving!
Squap $2699
Join the latest throw-and-
catch craze! Just put the ball  

in the mitt and snap 
it open to launch. Play 
indoors or out, by yourself 
(against a wall), with a 
friend or in a group.  A 
great game for the whole 
family.  AGES 6+
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Let’s Get Moving!

Bilibo Seat $3499each
What can’t you use it for? The 
shell shape and bright colours of this 
innovative and versatile open-ended 
toy invites movement and play! Rock 
and spin, hide and seek, sit, tote and 
peek – endless fun!  AGES 2+

Zipline $12999
Turn your backyard into an adventure park! 
This kit contains everything you need to be 
ziplining in under an hour. Build athletic skills, 
improve your balance and have zipping-through-
the-air fun for hours!  AGES 8+

Mini Micro 3-in-1 Scooter $12999
The scooter that keeps on growing! Grow and go with  
this quality three-in-one scooter that transforms from a  
ride-on for the littlest user to a stand-on with a short O-bar  
– to a taller T-bar for older riders. Perfect for riding indoors 
and out!  AGES 12 MO+

stage 1

stage 3

Pogo Stick  
$4999
Boing! Boing! Boing!  
With smooth, high-bounce  
action, this sturdy, all-metal 
pogo stick has a handle to  
grip the way you want to,  
no-slip foot rests and a  
heavy-duty rubber tip.  
Bounce away!   
AGES 6+

Jammin’ Gym  
$2999
Calling all future personal 
trainers! Jump into fitness fun! 
With flashing lights, catchy music 
and fun exercise commands, this 
kid-sized workout weight takes 
workouts to a whole new level! 
Batteries Included.  AGES 4+

Nursery Trampoline $7499
Got some energy to bounce out? This tortoise 
nursery trampoline is ideal for young children 
who love jumping and being active.  A sturdy 
frame, padded cover and easy-grip handle makes 
doing both safe and fun.  AGES 12 MO+
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Let’s Learn and Grow!

Roller Derby $5499
In one side and out the other! Three 
colourful wooden balls, peek-a-boo holes, 
fast tracks and a bell that rings at the  
end create a two-sided mountain of fun. 
Little ones will love discovering just 
where the balls have gone!  AGES 12 MO+

Colourback Sea  
Turtle Maze $2999
This maze is self-contained, 
just like a turtle. The marbles are 
sealed inside this colourful puzzle 
– and the wand is secured to the 
base. Finally, a toy with no losing 
parts! Use the magnetic wand to 
coax the marbles where you want 
them to go.  AGES 2+

ace

blaze

Mini WOW $1099each
Learn, imagine and share! Meet Ace the race  
car and Blaze the fire truck, two car friends with  
push-along rubber tires and removable figures.  
These bright and colourful buddies and  
their drivers invite hours of imaginary  
and role-playing fun!  AGES 12 MO+

pipSquigz $2499
Three fun little suckers!  
pipSquigz are the ultimate  
keep-their-attention toy that 
babies cannot resist! These  
suction toys are colourful, make 
fun sounds, stick to surfaces 
and each other, and are  
irresistibly tactile.   
AGES 6 MO+

Walk-A-Long Snail $2999
Snailing along at a colourful pace. This multi-tasking 
 mollusk tags along with your toddler, toting a shape-sorting 
shell full of colourful wooden blocks. The shape sorter can  
be left on the snail or removed for play.  AGES 12 MO+

Playnest $4499
For baby’s rest… and play! A soft, safe,  
supported – and washable – spot for baby to 
nap and discover sounds and textures! With 
eight multi-sensory activities and a bright 
farm scene to explore, baby will be busy.   
AGES 0 MO+

Twilight Octopus $2499
Sleep with the stars – and fishies, too! 
Twinkles to Go Octo transforms any room 
into a nighttime oasis by projecting  
coloured stars and friendly little  
fish that blow bubbles onto  
the ceiling. Twinkle, twinkle,  
blub, blub!  AGES 0 MO+



Dexter  
the Digger  
$5999
A digger that likes  
cups of tea and  
hot dogs? You bet! Dexter, 
the boisterous and fun-loving 
digger with personality, likes to 
rev up his engine and help Bill, 
his operator, whiz around the 
construction site. No batteries 
required.  AGES 18 MO+

Giant Floor Puzzles $1999each
Big pieces, big colours, big fun! With 30 pieces, including eight templates 
pieces, in unusual shapes, these beautifully-illustrated puzzles have lots of  
interesting things to find. Young puzzlers will want to put them together, 
again and again!  AGES 3+

Let’s Learn and Grow!

dinosaurs

farm

Jack in the Box 
$2999
Ready for a box-popping  
surprise – every time? Turn 
the handle, listen to “Pop Goes 
the Weasel” and wait for Jester 
Jack to pop up! This adorable 
plush clown will have your  
toddler squealing with delight.   
AGES 18 MO+

Squirrel’s Snack 
Puzzle $1699
Imagine inviting a nut to tea! 
This beautifully-illustrated puzzle, 
which comes in a fun-shaped 
box, has large interlocking pieces 
that are perfect for little hands 
to handle. It’s fun and learning 
packed into 24 pieces!  AGES 3+

Mighty Mini Band $4399
The beat goes on – and on and on. This five-in-one 
percussion set helps to develop rhythm and hand-eye 
coordination. When the concert’s over, everything 
stores together until it’s time for the next gig.  AGES 2+

“I count” Puzzle Duo 
$1099

All aboard for counting fun! Bright 
colours and charming illustrations 
make this 20-piece counting puzzle 
a delight to put together. Teaches 
counting, matching and sequencing. 
Measures about 1 m (3 ft.) long when 
completed.  AGES 3+
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Let’s Learn and Grow!

Magnatabs $2999each
Now you’re learning your ABCs! Get helpful up, down and sideways  
instructions with the easy-to-follow arrows. Make letterforms using  
the magnetic stylus, and erase them with a fingerswipe. Learning  
to form letters has never been so much fun!  AGES 3+

9

Bruder DHL Truck 
$5799
Pack it up and move it out! 
Operate a truck for DHL, the 
world’s leading logistics  
company. Use the jack  
and pallets to load and  
unload goods into the  
box body of this Mercedes  
Benz Sprinter 1:16 scale truck, 
and drive away – indoors  
or out!  AGES 3+

Bruder Truck with Backhoe $12999
So incredibly realistic you may forget they’re toys! You can operate 
your very own 1:16 scale MACK Granite Flatbed Truck and JBC Loader  
Backhoe that do many of the same things as the real ones. Except need  
gas and a licenced driver!  AGES 3+

Tracer Racers $3499
Experience the excitement of glow-in-the-dark 
racing! All you need is a darkened room to see tracer 
racers blaze and leave behind streaks of light on the 
track. Two racers are included for optimum racing 
excitement. Light ’em up!  AGES 6+

Metallophone 
$2199

Make beautiful music with 
this colourful octave!  
With two drumsticks and two 
downloadable “Putumayo Kids” 
songs to get started, this cat-
shaped Animambo metallophone 
is a musical treat! Perfect for 
budding musicians.  AGES 3+

LiteHawk Jr. Spike $4999each
Get ready for a remote-control adventure!  
The Litehawk Jr. Spike truck is perfect for the  
junior RC enthusiast. Equipped with a 2.4 Ghz  
radio system and a range of 45 m (150 ft.), this 
tough little pick-up truck can really handle the 
road! Vroooom!  AGES 6+



Quadrilla Music Motion $8499
As if marbles speeding down tracks wasn’t thrilling 
enough! Pump up the run by adding strategically-placed  
musical chimes. Can you get the marbles to play a tune 
as they roll through the run? Betcha can!  AGES 4+

combine with quadrilla  vert igo shown on page 4.
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Let’s Imagine!

Happy Grand Piano 
$15999
Attention, all junior maestros!  
Budding concert pianists will easily 
scale the 30 keys of this wooden grand 
piano. It’s the perfect first step toward 
developing musical interests and skills. 
Made for small hands – and big sounds!  
AGES 3+

Hungry Caterpillar $2999
Soft and cuddly – the perfect read-along 
friend! This plush toy starts out as the  
classic character from Eric Carle’s The Very  
Hungry Caterpillar picture book and then  
          unzips to reveal a colourful butterfly.  
                     Two beautiful toys in one!   
                                              AGES 0 MO+

Twilight Turtle Tunes $6499
A quiet concert under the stars… This hard-shelled 
turtle projects a starry night on the ceiling and plays 
soothing pre-set songs and sounds – or a customized 
mix using the built-in Bluetooth.  
Your little one will be asking  
to go to bed early!  AGES 3+

Astronaut Costume 
$3499
Houston, we have a costume!  
Get ready for blast off! This costume 
is complete with a jumpsuit, helmet, 
silver gloves and an ID nametag – 
everything young astronauts need 
to go to the moon, the stars or  
the far corners of the living room.  
AGES 3+

Charming Baby Pastel $4299
The first small baby doll for the littlest mommies. 
With a soft, beanbag body and supple, vinyl skin that 
is delicately scented with vanilla, this 30 cm  
(12 in.) blue-eyed doll is just the right  
size to cuddle in little arms.  AGES 18 MO+

Nursery Baby  
Sling $3699
My baby goes everywhere I go! 
This lightweight, yet sturdy,  
quilted baby sling makes it easy  
for make-believe mommies to  
take their favourite baby dolls 
wherever they go. Fits dolls  
35–43 cm (14–17 in.) tall.   
AGES 3+



Let’s Imagine!

Twinkling Firefly 
Frog $3999
Twinkling fireflies and 
soothing sounds. What 
better way to hop to 
dreamland! This frog prince’s 
tummy twinkles with 
fireflies as he plays two 
soothing sounds.  A gentle 
way to help little ones ease 
from playtime to sleeptime.  
AGES 0 MO+

FROZEN-inspired Costumes $3999each
Dresses for once-upon-a-time, dress-up play! Inspired by  
Princesses Anna and Elsa from the movie, FROZEN, these dresses 
will delight! Comfortable to wear, button- and tie-free, fully wash-
able – and affordable.  AGES 3+

scandinavian 
princess

ice 
pr incess

Cook ‘n Serve 
Kitchen $15999
Who’s hungry? Dinner’s 
coming right up! With 
a pull-out counter and an 
extra shelf, this small-space 
wooden play kitchen has 
lots of room for cooking and 
cleaning up. Bon appétit!  
AGES 3+

Let’s Explore and Discover!
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Engineering Lab $4699
Get ready to design, create and experiment! Come along with Ms. Frizzle  
and her students as they explore the fascinating world of engineering. Build a 
solar oven, design a car, construct a bridge and much, much more.  AGES 5+

Room Defender 
$4699
Stop intruders in their 
tracks! Learn the basics  
of computer programming, 
and warn trespassers to 
keep out! This room security 
system mounts to any 
bedroom door, and can be 
disarmed with a code or 
key card.  AGES 8+
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Let’s Explore and Discover!

Food Science $2699
Feel like a real scientist! How do you make homemade butter? 
Or make pasta dance? Or make chocolate slime? Clifford and his 
friends will show you how to do these experiments and many 
more in this food-focused science kit.  AGES 3+

Vacuum Kit $1499
This vacuum cleaner sucks! Really!  
Recycle a plastic bottle and assemble the 
kit in about 30 minutes. Then find out 
how airflow in vacuum cleaners really 
works! Impress your parents by vacuum-
ing your room, and then the whole house!  
AGES 8+

This IS Rocket Science 
$2499
Finally, this truly IS rocket science! 
Just add water, snap the lid shut and 
stand back for high-flying fun – the 
chemical reaction causes pressure  
              to build inside the can until  
                  the top pops and your  
                   rocket soars!  AGES 8+

Grow n’ Glow  
Terrarium $1799
Two hot trends in one kit! Turn the mason 
jar into a little habitat with real plants! The kit 
contains everything you need, including tiny 
figurines and glow-in-the-dark “firefly” stickers  
for a night-time garden.  AGES 6+

Kidnoculars $1999
What can you see? With 
perfect-fit goggles and extra-large 
eyepieces that are focus-free, 
these GeoSafari Jr. kidnoculars are 
specifically designed for toddlers 
and young children.  AGES 3+

Primary Science ViewScope $2799
Get exploring, outside and in! Designed for little hands, 
this science tool features 20X magnification, a focusing knob 
and a clear case for viewing specimens! Detach the viewer  
for on-the-go discoveries.  AGES 3+
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Journey in the  
Human Body $2699
Seatbelts, everyone! Get ready 
to discover the human body!  
Build a stethoscope. Map taste 
buds. Bend bones. Join Ms. Frizzle 
and her students for these exciting 
projects and experiments – and 
much more – as you explore the 
human body.  AGES 5+

Let’s Explore and Discover!

Tin Can Cable Car Kit 
$1899
A very cool way to reuse a pop can!  
You’ll need a recycled drink can to make  
this gondola cable car! String the cable,  
assemble the support and motor, attach  
the can and watch it go! An awesome  
mechanical-science project.  AGES 8+

Geode Kit $1999
An awesome starter geode kit! Crack 
open these geodes and discover the  
amazing crystal treasure inside! With  
four geodes from two different mines  
and everything you need to explore  
these amazing cavities, you can rock on!   
AGES 6+
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Sound  
Collector  
$2199
Small sounds made bigger!  
Learn about sound waves and how sound travels 
– this easily-assembled sound collector will pick 
up faint and distant sounds! Have fun listening 
to the world around you, but just remember, 
eavesdropping is rude!  AGES 8+

Smithsonian T-rex 
$2899
Build a T-rex that won’t eat you! 
Mix, mold, paint and display – voilà, 
you’ll have your very own T-rex display 
skeleton. This museum craft kit has 
everything you need for a prehistoric, 
hands-on learning adventure!  AGES 6+

My First Microscope $2999
In this case, bigger is way better! See a  
magnified, hidden world with ease! This  
GeoSafari Jr. microscope is the real deal –  
it has two extra-large  
eyepieces, a chunky,  
kid-sized focusing knob  
and a bright LED to  
light up the details!   
AGES 3+

Planetarium Kit $1499
A starry night in your own room! 
Build the planetarium and turn out  
the lights. You’ll be able to learn about 
constellations and our galaxy – in indoor 
comfort. Change the cover to the current 
season, and stargaze away!  AGES 8+



Floor Drum $3999
Feel the beat! This bright and 
colourful Animambo floor drum 
comes with two drumsticks and 
two downloadable “Putumayo 
Kids” songs to help the rhythm 
get started. Plenty of fun for little 
musicians.  AGES 2+

Let’s Get Creative!

Felted Friends 
$2199
Create your own soft and 
fuzzy critters! Experience 
the magic of needle felting! 
With step-by-step instructions, 
turn wool fluff into adorable 
animals like a cat, a squirrel,  
a rabbit, a fox and a mouse  
(or a hedgehog).  AGES 10+

Rhinestone  
Headbands $2199
Want to sparkle even more?  
You can! Design your own creations  
by adding rhinestone trims and  
shimmery ribbons to 10 sparkle-
flocked headbands.  A “heady”  
crafting experience!   
AGES 7+

Fairy Forest  
Jewelry Box $2699
The secret world of Fairy Forest  
is revealed! Bring the magical wood-
land scene alive when you decorate 
this colourful jewelry box with over 
575 glittering jewels and tiles. Then 
store your treasured trinkets in it for 
years to come.  AGES 5+

Loopdeloom $3699
Weaving just got fast and fun! Simple to set up, simple to  
use and surprisingly fast – this loom uses spinning pegs to  
easily weave items up to 17.5 cm (7 in.) wide and any length. 
Weave your imagination!  AGES 8+

“Fireflies” Foil Pictures $1599
 Dazzling fireflies to enchant us! 

Create your own masterpieces by 
applying foil paper to the firefly 
images you’ve uncovered. This art 
activity kit produces beautiful 
images in sparkling colour – for a 
fabulously finished result!  AGES 7+

Washi Tape Stickers 
$1899
Shape tape into crazy-cute stickers! 
Design your own easy-to-stick, easy-
to-peel washi tape stickers or have 
fun with some of the traceable art 
included. Then use them to transform 
binders, cards, mirrors, windows  
and more.  AGES 8+

14
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Let’s Get Creative!
All-in-1 Easel 
$8799 
Young artists, unleash 
your creativity! With a 
blackboard, a magnetic 
whiteboard and a paper 
roll, this height-adjustable, 
double-sided wooden easel 
has a surface – and place 
– for everything. Includes 
three paint pots.  AGES 3+Powerful Pillow Painting Kits $2199

Put power on your pillow! Paint a variety of positive-minded thoughts 
on your very own power pillowcase with vibrant, non-toxic paints.  And 
have sweet – and empowering – dreams all night long.  AGES 4+

Let’s Play a Game!

Too Many Monkeys $1699
A totally bananas card game! There are too many 
monkeys in Primo the Monkey’s room. Flip and swap 
cards to clear out the monkey mayhem and get Primo 
back to bed. It’s a game of quick-moving and silly fun!  
AGES 6+ | 2–6 PLAYERS 

Stratego Original $3499
The classic game of battlefield strategy! Command an 
army of soldiers, generals and spies. Devise a plan and deploy 
your troops to break through your opponent’s line. Capture 
the flag – and victory is yours!  AGES 8+ | 2 PLAYERS

Forbidden Desert 
$3699
Blistering heat and blustering 
sandstorms! Why would you go to the 
forbidden desert? To recover a legend-
ary flying machine buried deep under 
the ruins of an ancient desert city.  An 
exciting game using cooperative play.  
AGES 10+ | 2–5+ PLAYERS

Labyrinth $3999
Easy to learn, tricky to master! 
BRIO’s Labyrinth has challenged 
and fascinated players for more 
than 65 years! You’ll need plenty 
of patience to successfully steer 
the ball through the maze.  
When you’ve mastered the first 
board, start with a new one!   
AGES 6+ | 1 PLAYER
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Ghost Blitz 2 
$1999
Are you absolutely sure that’s 
the right one? Think and move 
quickly in this fast-paced game 
– cards reveal pictures of objects 
that may or may not match the 
actual ones sitting in front of 
you.  AGES 8+ | 2–8 PLAYERS

Majority Rules $2499
Who do you think would…? From celebrities 
to politicians and fictional characters, no one is 
spared from being put into awkward, ludicrous 
or extreme situations in this downright ridicu-
lous voting game. Demonstrates democracy at 
play!  AGES 14+ | 3–8 PLAYERS

Let’s Play a Game!

Explore Canada 
$2499
Canada’s “Who, where 
and what?” game. Where 
is Canada’s longest river? 
What city was nicknamed 
“Pile of Bones?” Learn 
facts about the people and 
geography of Canada – in 
both official languages!  
AGES 7+ | 2–6 PLAYERS 

Jungle Speed $2499
Do you have good reflexes and 
sense of observation? This is the 
perfect game to test them! Reveal your 
cards, find matches and duel for the 
totem in the middle. No cards left? 
You win!  AGES 7+ | 2–15 PLAYERS

Cobble Hill Family Puzzles $1999each
Big, small and medium – all in one. These high-quality family 
puzzles have 400 pieces in three different sizes – bigger pieces for 
smaller hands, smaller pieces for bigger hands, and medium pieces 
for everyone – family time made easy.  AGES 7+ | 1+ PLAYERS

Sleeping Queens $1699
A royalty-rousing card game! Use strategy, quick-
thinking and some luck to wake up the Pancake and 
Ladybug Queens and ten of their friends from a  
sleeping spell. Be sure to watch out for the dragon!   
AGES 8+ | 2–5 PLAYERS

gingerbread houses

basket  case

Ticket to Ride $6499
A trip to Europe without getting off the couch! 
From the craggy hillsides of Edinburgh to the sunlit 
docks of Constantinople, take an exciting train 
adventure through the great cities of turn-of-the-
20th-century Europe.  AGES 8+ | 2–5 PLAYERS



Let’s Play a Game!
Sneaky Snacky Squirrel  
Card Game $1399
A speed-slapping, colour-matching game! Hungry 
squirrels need your help! Race the other players to  
squirrel away the most acorn cards to win this nutty, 
fast-action, preschool card game.   
AGES 4+ | 3–6 PLAYERS

The Magic Labyrinth 
$3499
Your chance to be a wizard’s  
apprentice! Sharpen your memory 
and navigation skills as you make 
your way through the maze to find 
the Wizard Master’s lost objects.  
Hit an invisible wall, and you  
go back to the start again.   
AGES 6+ | 2–4 PLAYERS

Snake Oil $2499
This game will cure all that ails ya – honest! 
Try your hand at being a sly, snake-oil salesman 
from the Old West, selling your “product” to a 
skeptical customer. The best pitch wins, but 
everyone laughs!  AGES 10+ | 3–10 PLAYERS

Crokinole 2 in 1 $5499
Crokinole on one side, checkers on 
the other! The two classic family games 
on this dual-sided wooden game board 
will provide hours of fun for all players. 
But can you agree on who picks the first 
game to play?  AGES 6+ | 2 OR 4 PLAYERS FOR 

CROKINOLE / 2 PLAYERS FOR CHECKERS
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Rainbows & Storms  
$2199
Be the master of your own game 
destiny! Have it your way when you 
create your own board game – you 
decide the rules, the chance cards and 
the way to win. Make games to play 
against others or to play cooperatively.  
AGES 5+ | 1–4 PLAYERS Staxis $3499

Do you have what it takes to play? Staxis is 
the game where winning hangs in the balance. 
You’ll need nerves of steel to build with these 
playing sticks without causing a crash. Chal-
lenge your building abilities – and everyone 
else’s, too!  AGES 6+ | 2–6 PLAYERS
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Finishing Touches!
Piggy Paints $999each
As natural as mud, but much prettier. 
Piggy Paints are odourless, non-toxic, 
water-based hypoallergenic nail polishes 
made from natural ingredients. With 
vibrant colours that dry to a hard, durable 
finish, they’re perfect for all your little  
piggies!  AGES 1+

Metallic Hair Chalk $999
From plain to punk in minutes! Five vibrant 
metallic hair chalk colours will transform  
your hair in no time – apply to dry hair of  
any colour for OMG-worthy metallic streaks 
that will easily wash out with shampoo.  
Shimmer on!  AGES 8+

Kanoodle Genius $1799
Find out whether or not you’re  
a genius. If you can master Kanoodle 
Genius, then you are. Pick a puzzle, set it 
up and then solve it. With over 200 brain-
busting 2D and 3D challenges, you won’t 
get bored any time soon.  AGES 8+

Scrubbie Buddies $399each
Play and get clean at the same time! 
Lather up with a lobster, crab, octopus, frog 
or duck and a little body wash – and you 
have everything you need for scrubbing fun 
in the tub. Perfect bathtime companions.  
AGES 2+

Mini Lip Balm 
$1199
What flavours will you make? 
With this fun, do-it-yourself kit, 
you can make five amazing lip 
balms using all-natural ingredients, 
and essential oils for flavouring. 
What a treat for your lips! Ready 
to use in 30 minutes.  AGES 6+

Rubik’s Speed Cube $1999
Here’s your chance to master the cube (again)! 
This is the original Rubik’s Cube – with improvements. 
You can accellerate your cubing speed and cut corners 
with no-pop technology.  Are you up for it?  AGES 8+

Slap Rockets $599
Slap away, and not get into trouble! 
Slap this rocket on your hand, on the 
ground or on any  
firm surface, and  
watch the foam  
rocket launch into  
the air – up to  
15 m (50 ft.) high!  
Totally, endlessly  
entertaining.   
AGES 3+

Wacky Winderz $399each
Pencil toppers that really put on a show! Twist the 

wind-up knob and watch their arms and legs 
jiggle and wave. Four colourful characters to 
choose from – a skunk, a frog, a rabbit and  
a moose! Includes a #2 pencil.  AGES 4+



Bubbalooka $1299
It’s the coolest bubblemaker in town! 
Blow super-long bubble snakes with the 
amazing Bubbalooka. How long can you 
make your bubble snake? Each bathtime  
is a chance to find out. Caution: You may 
not want to get out of the tub!  AGES 2+

Marble Copter 
$799
Light up the night sky!  
Using the propulsion of  
the heavy-duty rubber band,  
this helicopter will go up to  
15 m (50 ft.) in the air. It  
will light up and glow when 
light reflects off the holo-
graphic wings. Now that’s 
cool!  AGES 8+

Pan Flute $599
The simplest melodies are  
the sweetest. Your little one will 
love creating wonderful music with 
this easy-to-use, fun-to-play rainbow 
pan flute.  A wonderful wooden wind 
instrument, perfect for encouraging 
musical talent!  AGES 3+

Hot Hues Nail  
Pens $1499
If you can make dots and 
lines... You can make really 
amazing designs! Brush on 
colour and draw with the 
precision tips using these 
fabulous two-tip nail pens  
in the hottest hues. It’s easy 
to create fabulous nails!   
AGES 8+

Finishing Touches!



Big Knight’s Castle
Castle walls and towers can be 
rearranged to create the  
perfect fortress for all of  
your knights! -$159.99

Dinosaurs
Bring the prehistoric era back to  
life with these viscious dinos. They 
have quite the bite! -from $14.99

Horse Stable w/ Accessories
It’s the perfect home for your horses 
to eat, sleep & get ready to ride. 
-$159.99

Portable Barn
Made of real wood, this barn opens 
up for play inside. The barn features 
an easy-grip handle, sliding barn 
doors and lots of accessories. 
-$79.99

Playmat & Accessories
Choose from over 25 different farm 
life accessories to complement 
your favorite Schleich figurine. 
Accessories- from $2.99 
Farm playmat-$29.99

Peanuts
Collect all 12 
characters. Each 
one is hand-painted 
to bring the classics 
to life. -$5.99 each

store hours 
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Sunday December 7, 14, 21 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

location 
1030 Confederation Street  
(at Murphy) 
Sarnia, Ontario 
 N7S 6H1

519-336-4381

www.thetoycorner.com

Not all products may be exactly as shown.




